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ABSTRACT 
We introduce structural condition numbers and discuss their significance for the 
proper scaling of nonsymmetric and symmetric matrices. © 1997 Elsevier Science 
Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Direct methods for solving a system of linear equations Ax = b with a 
square nonsingular coefficient matrix A are generally based on matrix 
factorizations. Unless the matrix is positive definite, the factorization always 
involves some form of pivoting in order to have satisfactory numerical stability 
properties. However, to get good pivot choices, the matrices must be prop- 
erly scaled. 
A common suggestion is to scale so that the scaled matrix be equilibrated, 
i.e., all its rows have /1-norm 1. However, this can be disastrous for the 
subsequent factorization when the entries in some row of A have widely 
differing magnitudes, and it is particularly unsatisfactory for sparse matrices 
(Curtis and Reid [3]). 
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One can improve the behavior by requiring also that the transposed 
matrix be equilibrated, i.e., that all columns have norm 1. Ignoring the signs, 
the scaled matrix is then doubly stochastic, i.e., the entries of each row and 
column sum to 1. Now the scaling matrices must satisfy nonlinear equations 
that are not easy to solve. Parlett and Landis describe in [8] (expensive) 
iterative procedures for scaling nonnegative matrices to double stochastic 
form, and they present results of tests comparing the new algorithms with 
other methods. 
Recently, Olschowka and Neumaier [7] introduced another idea for 
choosing scaling matrices D 1 and D 2 in such way that D1AD 2 has the 
structure of a permuted I-matrix. 
In this paper we relate scaling problems to questions of the closeness of a 
given matrix to structurally singular matrices, measured by a structural 
condition number. Among other results, we show that both doubly stochastic 
equilibration and scaling to permuted /-matrix form lead to bounded struc- 
tural condition numbers, thus explaining their observed good performance in 
the context of Gauss elimination. 
We also show that the permuted /-matrix scaling is naturally related to 
rank one bounds for the absolute value of A. Such bounds are required in 
Neumaier [6] for the construction of good scales for modified Cholesky 
factorizations of indefinite symmetric matrices. 
2. STRUCTURAL SINGULARITY AND STRUCTURAL 
CONDITION NUMBERS 
A square matrix A ~ • ~ × , is called structurally singular if every matrix 
A' is singular that has zeros A'ik = 0 whenever A~k = 0, and structurally 
nonsingular otherwise. A transversal of A is a permutation ~r of {1 . . . . .  n} 
such that Ai.~i ~ 0 for i = 1 . . . . .  n. Every nonsingular matrix has a 
transversal. More generally, since the determinant is the sum of signed 
products of entries on transversals, a square matrix has a transversal iff it is 
structurally nonsingular. 
The structural condition umber of A ~ R" ×" is defined as 
/oo when A is structurally singular, 
max lAikl 
q( A )=]  sup{8_ff~_ s t ~  n_~n~ 
[ otherwise. 
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Here, A a denotes the matrix with entries 
( Aik if I A,k Z~ 3, 
A~k = 0 otherwise. 
The structural condition number is a measure of how close A is to a 
structurally singular matrix. The relevance of the structural condition umber 
is the fact that a nonsingular matrix A with large q(A) contains in some of its 
small entries ignificant information about its inverse. 
Since A a = 0 when 8 > maxi, klA,kl, we always have q(A) >/ 1. There- 
fore, the structurally best-behaved matrices are those with q(A) -- 1. If this 
holds, the matrix A a with 0 < 8 = max,. kl A,kl has all its entries in {0, 8, - 3} 
and is nonsingular, hence has a transversal. After permuting this transversal to
the diagonal and dividing the ith rows of the permuted matrix PA by 
(PA), ~ {3, -8},  we obtain an I-matrix, i.e., a matrix B with 
B, = 1 > I B, k l for all i, k. 
Conversely, every permuted /-matrix B has q(B)= 1 and is structurally 
optimally conditioned. The main result of Olschowka nd Neumaier [7] is that 
one can scale every structurally nonsingular matrix to a permuted /-matrix; 
cf. Section 3 below. As we shall show in Section 4, structurally nonsingular 
symmetric matrices can be scaled to a symmetric permuted/-matrix. There- 
fore, for both nonsymmetric and symmetric matrices, large structural condi- 
tion numbers are a reflection of bad scaling. 
For relative perturbations we have the following "structural" an~ogue of 
the standard result 
IIA-111 liB - All ~< 8 
1-6  1+6 
~ cond( A); =* cond(A) ~ cond(B) ~< 1 8 
1+8 
in the following, absolute values are taken componentwise. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 
1-8  1+6 
IB-AI<~EIAI ~ l+- - - - - -~q(A)~q(B)~_sq(A) .  
Proof. Straightforward. II 
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We have the following characterization f structural condition numbers in 
terms of submatrices with small entries. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. A ~ R ~x~ has structural condition number q(A) >t 
max,.klA,kl//z iff there is a submatrix AlK with IJI + IKt > n and max{I Ajkl 
l i~ J ,k~K}<~tz .  
Proof. Proposition 2.3 of [7] states that A is structurally nonsingular iff 
m 1 + m~ ~< n for all m 1 X m 2 submatrices containing zeros only. Thus A s is 
structurally singular iff some AIK with IJI + IKI > n satisfies max{IAjkl I i 
J, k ~ K} < 8. This implies the assertion. • 
Parlett and Landis [8] suggest scaling matrices to doubly stochastic form. 
That this scalling procedure is reasonable from the point of view of the 
structural condition follows from our next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Every doubly stochastic matrix A ~ R nx~ satisfies 
q( A) <~ n(n + 1). 
Proof. This is the case a =/3  = 7 = 1 of the following result. • 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose A ~ R n×" satisfies 
IAle >t Re, [Arle ~</3e, [A[ ~< Tee r, 
where e = (1 . . . . .  1)r; i.e., [A[ has row sums >>. a, column sums <<./3, and 
entries <~ 3/. Then 
a n 3~ 
/3 >1 - -  ~ q( A) <<. n(n + 1) - - .  
n+l  13 
Proof. We consider a submatrix of the form in Proposition 2.2. Let 
r = IJI, s = IKI, and denote by c and d the sums of all A~k with i ~ J  and 
k ~ K or k ~ K, respectively. Looking at column sums, we find c ~< 
/3 (n -  s); looking at row sums, we find c + d >i a r .  Hence d >1 ar -  
/3(n - s). Since a / /3  >i n/ (n  + 1) by assumption, and r + s >i n + 1, there 
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is some Aik with i ~ J, k ~ K satisfying 
otr - ~(  n - s) a 
IA~kl >>. = 
1"8 S 
fl( n - s) 
r8  
>t 
 l(n - s )  
(n+ 1)s (n+ 1 -s )s  
(n + 1)(n  + 1 - s) (n + 1)n" 
By Proposition 2.2, I A~kl ~< q(A)-  1 and the result follows. 
3. OPTIMAL RANK ONE BOUNDS 
Let A ~ •.x. .  Suppose we have (diagonal and nonsingular) scaling 
matrices D 1 and D 2 such that all entries of D1AD 2 have absolute value 
~< 1. Then the rank one matrix 
rl 
B = ( Bi~/k)i,k=l (1) 
with /3 i = (D1)~ 1, Ti = (D2),  1 is a componentwise upper bound for I AI, 
and we may pose the scaling problem as one of finding small fli, Tk > 0 such 
that 
I a,kl </3,y~ for all i, k. (2) 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be structurally nonsingular. Among all rank one 
matrices (1) satisfying IAI <~ B, the minimal value of rlfli% is attained for  
values such that (2) holds with equality for k = ,ri (i = 1 . . . . .  n), for  some 
transversal ~r. 
Proof. (2) implies 
I"IIA,,,r,I < rI/3,3'~, = I-1/3,% 
i i i 
for any transversal it, so that 
VI ftiy, ~> max I-IIa,.,,,I. 
i ,'n" i 
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The right hand side is positive, since A is structurally nonsingular. Equality 
holds iff /3~3/,~i = IA~.~I for some transversal 7r, i.e., iff D1AD ~ is a per- 
muted /-matrix, where D1 = diag(/3~ - l i = 1 . . . . .  n) and D 2 = diag(3~-i I
i = 1 . . . . .  n). But, according to [7], such a transversal exists. • 
If we write i ~ k if Ai~ ~ 0 and introduce 
a~k = loglA~kl if i ~ k, 
Yi = log/3~, z k = log ~/k, 
the problem of minimizing II(/3~3~i) subject o (2) can be rewritten as the 
linear program 
min Eyk + Ezk 
s.t. Yi + zk >t Ot,k fo r i~k .  
(3) 
The dual of the linear program (3) is a linear program associated with the 
weighted matching problem for the directed graph with adjacency relation 
and weights a~k (for details see, e.g., [7]); thus (3) can be solved by 
algorithms for the weighted bipartite matching problem [1, 2, 4, 5, 7]. 
4. OPTIMAL SYMMETRIC SCALING 
For symmetric matrices A ~ R nxn one generally wants to find a scaling 
procedure that preserves ymmetry and hence uses the same scaling matrix 
D on the left and on the right. Equivalently, we want to find a good bound 
for I AI by a rank one matrix 
n = ( [3 i [~k)in, k=l  . (4) 
Thus we want to find small flk > 0 such that 
I A,kl < ~t/3k for all i, k. (5) 
Numbers fit satisfying (5) are required in Neumaier [6] for the construction 
of good scales for modified Cholesky factorizations of indefinite symmetric 
matrices. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let the symmetric matrix A be structurally nonsingular. 
Among all rank one matrices (4) with IA[ <~ B, the minimal value of II~i is 
attained for values uch that (5) holds with equality for k = ~ri (i = 1 . . . . .  n), 
for some transversal "rr. 
Proof. (5) implies 
I-IIAi,~il < I - I /3 , /3~i  = l--I/3, ~ 
i i i 
for any transversal It, so that 
l'-I/3, ~ >I max I-IIA,.~,I. (6) 
i ~r i 
Now suppose that we have a solution of the problem of minimizing II(/3t~/i) 
subject o (2). Then the/3~' = ~ satisfy 
/3;~g = x//3,~/i/3k~'k = X/~,~/k ~k~, I> x/IAikl IAk, I  = IA,kl 
and 
l-I(/3~') 2 = I- I ( f l iT,)  = max I- I Ia,,~il 
i i ~r i 
by Theorem 3.1. A comparison with (6) shows the optimality of/3t'. Hence 
equality holds in the argument leading to (6), and for any maximizing ~r, (5) 
holds with equality for k = ~ri (i = 1 . . . . .  n). • 
If we write i ~ k if Aik ~ 0 and introduce 
aik = aki=loglA~kl if i ~k ,  
x k = log ~k, 
the problem of minimizing H/3~ 2 subject o (5) can be rewritten as the linear 
program 
min Ex k 
s.t. x i+x  k >/oqk fo r i~k .  
(7) 
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From a solution of the nonsymmetric problem (3) we can find a solution of 
(7) by setting x k = ~(Yk + zk). So we can solve (7), too, using matching 
algorithms. But perhaps ome work can be saved there by exploiting symme- 
try and/or looking only for involutory paths; cf. the following remark. 
REMAnK 4.2. When the dominant transversal is unique (and this holds 
with probability one under natural stochastic assumptions), then we must 
have 7r -1 = 7r, since 1r -1 is again a transversal. Thus ~r 2 is the identity. 
Therefore the active constraints 
Xi + X1ri = Oli,~ri 
fix xi when ¢ri = i, but if 1ri 4= i we only get 
1 x i=  ~a~,.t +wi  with w~+w~=0.  
In particular, if the dominant transversal is diagonal [~r = identity, which can 
be checked directly by testing (5) with /3~ = I A,[], the solution of (7) is 
unique. Otherwise, there may be multiple solutions and we want to select a 
2 = 1 2 9.W/2,  we  X i small one. Since x~ + x,~ ~a~,~ + get the with smallest 
Euclidean orm by solving the convex quadratic program 
rain 2w, 
- -  1 1 s.t. w t "Jr W k ~ Oltk :-~" Olik - -  ~Oli,~r i - -  -~Olk,~rk, 
w~ + w~i = O. 
The involution zr and a starting point are available from solving the matching 
problem (3). This gives small Iwil, hence small x i and/3 i.
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